
 

 

December 6th 2018, VNR meeting 
14.00-16.00 Hayweight House 
 
May joined 14.34 
Rob joined 14.56 
Fran, Catherine, Katherine, Brian by Zoom 
 
Apologies Paul, Rehema, Victoria  
 
Note taker: Fran van Dijk 
 
 

2. Updates 
 Brian O’Toole, have representation in the UK, but apart from filling in on-line 

form, have had no contact with DFID, will share experiences 

 Lewis – BOND are writing a side report on the international elements of all 
goals to feed into an IDC Westminster inquiry into the VNR. Deadline Jan 18th. 
Feed in through Lewis into BOND. Lewis co-authoring chapter 17. DFID are 
doing an engagement on SDG 17 in mid-late January with BOND. Focus 
stakeholder engagement targets, financing targets, data engagement targets. 

 ACTION: Lewis to send an e-mail re the January meeting 

 Anja Maaike – no real progress on Home nation input into VNR. Tuesday dial-
in meeting, where A-M shared chapter outline. DFID will consider this. 
Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland all pretty unified in approach. The 
outline we have (which is more detailed) keep this confidential – explicitly 
understood these are proposals, not decided or agreed by DFID. Do not share 

 Dorothea – we had meetings yesterday, planning events for next year and 
doing a lot of work around strategy for the UN Association Scotland/ UN 
House Scotland -  to see how the implementation around the SDGs works 
with  

 

3..Working Group ToR 
All happy with ToR 
All sections 
 

4. UK Gvt VNR draft 
Scotland’s approach 
Editorial policy 
Need some more thought on data management 
Catherine - have we considered GDPR? 
Data management 
A-M 
a) Newcastle University’s research (not an issue for us) and  
b) how we manage material we generate as a group – we need to consider GDPR 
within this context – ACTION add this to data management section.  



 

 

c) broadly data management should be in line with editorial principles (ie open and 
inclusive ) and will be dealt with on case-by-case basis 
 
Drafting  
Group in agreement with all points  
 
 
Managing differences 

 Broadly in agreement, but timeline could make it difficult in sign-off process 
if there are disagreements 

 However, if substantive disagreements on content, that would likely come up 
early. This can be discussed again when we’re clearer about dates 

 

5. Practicalities 
Approving chapter outline is provisional 

 UKSSD letter today – critique on risking a loss of connectivity and inter-
linkages between SDGs, risk of losing DNA of the SDGs. Important that each 
chapter has an element that discusses these connections.  

 Material from Graham will arrive 17th January – will include overall statement 
of performance with gaps 

 January will be about crunching information and making decisions about who 
does what 

 Nominal suggestions for word limit is 300 words on each of Goals – eg case 
study, or statement of approach – If we take the woven approach as DFID 
suggests. Could be different if we take the preferred separate chapter 
approach 

 The challenge will be reducing the material to draft  

 Following next DFID meeting, we can focus on the framework to target our 
work 

 Timetable is provisional depending on conclusion re Scottish input. 
 
Scottish VNR Chapter proposal 
General points 

 Wales and NI agreed that they would like to report in a similar way. An 
agreement that the 3 devolved chapters should mirror each other. But they 
have not seen details.  

 Brian suggests that the three devolved nations ensure they connect and tie in 
their report.  

 Rehema comments –  
o Ensure outcomes are shared with wider community – covered by 

open engagement discussion 
o Indicators – this will be dealt  with by Graham at Newcastle 
o Final point project alignment with NPF and SDG, as for the alignment 

with SD broadly, this is being taken care of through five dimensions of 
SD early in chapter 



 

 

 Depending on the outcome of discussions with DFID, possibility of 2 
approaches to VNRs, one with fully integrated Scottish VNR, not split 
between ‘approach’ chapter at the back and data in the body of the report. 

 Ireland civil society launched its own VNR after the Irish one. You can make it 
into a tool that you use afterwards. You can do a standalone one. London is 
considering doing one, and so will Bristol, presenting with Darjeeling and a 
Brazilian city. 

 No matter what DFID’s plans are, we can go ahead with this format because 
it will be useful 

 Discussion needed around contributors 

 Broadly in agreement on structure, dependant on DFID, and understand that 
this may change, and we will discuss again as changes to structure emerge 

 
Detail:  

1. National Policy and architecture 
a. Keep Scottish approach and NPF integration short eg go light on 

Christie Commission 
b. Possibly integrate others parts of this first chapter into other parts of 

the report   
2. VNR Process 
3. How we are doing 
4. Our response 
5. Conclusions 

 

6. Engagement principles around the SDGs 
Let’s unpack what we mean – eg ripple effect, creativity, unpacking partnerships, 
open and participatory 
 
Aims and objectives – merge these sections together 
 
We have responsibility for creating opportunities as well as conditions for 
engagement  ie Merge 6 and 3 
Need not just refer to 17 goals, also refer to principles of agenda 2030 
Suggestion that we separate our aims and objectives and decide which aims are for 
VNR, which are for SDGs awareness raising etc. 
 
Inspiring and awareness 
First element – inspire needs a lot of up front input 
Leaders etc can make ripple effect happen, once briefed 
 
Broad approach on taking forward 
Develop a survey to cover: 

 Where are areas of need 

 How can we engage more effectively 
 
Caveats: 



 

 

 If a questionnaire, needs to be well worded. 

 Important not to create a wish list for someone else to do, its abbot what you 
can do and what you can scale up 

ACRTION: AM to draft a survey and pass it around for comment 
ACTION:  Lewis to share a survey specific for international development 
organisations – for reference 
 
Rob: Work streams not discrete, they do interact, they have a permeable membrane. 
Future meetings 

1. Graham can run workshop on his material with VNR group in January 
2. Deep dives: a couple of concentrated sessions with the group on the SDGs 

 
Next meeting: December 20th 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


